Current concepts in chronic traumatic anterior shoulder instability
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Introduction

Chronic traumatic anterior shoulder instability can be defined as recurrent trauma-associated shoulder instability requiring the assessment of three anatomic lesions: a capsuloligamentous and/or labral lesion; anterior glenoid bone loss and a Hill–Sachs lesion.

Surgical treatment is generally indicated. It is generally controversial how risk factors should be evaluated to decide between a soft-tissue, free bone-block or Latarjet-type procedure.

Patient risk factors for recurrence are age; hyperlaxity; competitive, contact and overhead sports. Trauma-related factors are soft tissue lesions and most importantly bone loss with implications for treatment.

Different treatment options are discussed and compared for complications, return to sports, and preventive and treatment options.

Arthroscopic Bankart and open Latarjet procedures have a serious learning curve. Osteoarthritis is associated with the number of previous dislocations as well as surgical techniques.

Options for surgical treatment

Indications for the following established surgical techniques according to risk factors and patient profile are shown in the flowchart in Fig. 1.
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**Arthroscopic Bankart repair with capsular shift (BR)**

The arthroscopic technique is performed by releasing the capsuloligamentous complex and freshening up the insertion of the labrum. Capsule and labrum are then repaired with suture anchors to create an anatomical reconstruction (16). Lateral patient positioning has been reported to be advantageous for the performance and results of BR in a recent systematic review (17). The MOON shoulder group reported that surgeons using the lateral position for BR more frequently placed anchors in the inferior glenoid and at the 6-o’clock position, which are recognized as important to achieve a satisfactory repair (18). The MOON shoulder group also reported in their prospective study for anterior shoulder instability that the majority of patients (75.5%, 426 of 564) underwent BR as their surgical treatment (19).

According to recent surveys, 90% of surgeons would use BR as the initial repair procedure in Germany, the Netherlands and Great Britain (20, 21, 22). When surgery was indicated, arthroscopic Bankart repair was the treatment of choice for 93% of survey participants in 2016 compared to 66% in a survey in 2001. For BR, knotless anchors were preferred by 72% of surgeons. For glenoid bone loss, only 46% of participants performed a glenoid bone augmentation procedure despite evidence of higher failure rates. For young patients with a first shoulder dislocation, the majority of survey participants listed arthroscopic BR as their first choice. High patient satisfaction and RTS have been documented after BR (7), but there is evidence of a high recurrent dislocation rate over time (Fig. 2) associated with risk factors (4, 11, 12).

**Arthroscopic Bankart with Hill–Sachs remplissage (BR+R)**

Wolf described the arthroscopic remplissage as a solution for the difficult problem of an engaging Hill–Sachs lesion by adding a Hill–Sachs remplissage procedure to a standard arthroscopic Bankart repair. The postero-superior capsule and the infraspinatus tendon are anchored and sutured in the Hill–Sachs lesion which is transformed into an extra-articular lesion preventing it from engaging at the antero-inferior glenoid rim (23).

A systematic review in 2020 compared BR+R with bone block augmentation (Latarjet) in patients with bipolar bone loss (24). In selected studies reporting 10–15% of mean glenoid bone loss, there was an increased rate of recurrent instability for BR+R (6.1–13.2%) compared to bony augmentation (0–8.2%). The recorded complication rate was lower in the BR+R group compared to bony augmentation. The authors conclude that BR+R should be reserved for engaging Hill–Sachs lesions (off-track) associated with glenoid bone loss of less than 10%.

A meta-analysis in 2018 concluded that isolated BR was significantly inferior to BR+R for recurrence of instability and redislocation. The authors were unable to comment on the postoperative range of motion (2).

In a retrospective cohort study, Feng et al. found a significantly higher RTS (100 vs 84.2%) and a return to the same level of sport rate (77.8 vs 50%) for patients who underwent arthroscopic Bankart repair with the addition of a remplissage procedure compared to patients with a Bankart repair alone (25). In 2020, Mac Donald et al. reported the results of a randomized controlled trial comparing arthroscopic Bankart repair with or without a remplissage for patients with a Hill–Sachs lesion of any size with glenoid bone loss of less than 15%, with a minimum follow-up of 2 years (26). Adding a remplissage significantly decreased the risk for recurrent dislocation from 18 to 4%.

Hurley et al. published a systematic review and meta-analysis showing lower rates of recurrent instability for BR+R over BR alone in patients with a Hill–Sachs lesion and subcritical glenoid bone loss. A significantly lower rate of complications was noted for the BR+R procedure.
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**Figure 1**

Flowchart for indications of established surgical techniques according to risk factors and patient profile.
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compared to the Latarjet procedure (27). Analysis of the four studies included in Hurley’s meta-analysis reporting on the open Latarjet procedure revealed no difference in complication rates for the studies by Abouelsoud and Abdelrehman (28) and Bah et al. (29). Significant higher complication rates for the open Latarjet procedure were retrospectively reported for a Latarjet cohort of patients operated on by multiple fellowship-trained shoulder surgeons (30) and a second retrospective cohort \( (n = 35) \) of an open Latarjet–Patte technique from Korea without specification of the surgical experience and Latarjet expertise of the surgeons (31). Bah et al. compared patients with chronic instability and significant Hill–Sachs lesions treated with either BR+R or an open Latarjet procedure. There was no significant difference in recurrent instability but decreased external rotation (ER) and increased residual pain in the Bankart+Remplissage group (29). Therefore, BR+Remplisage is not recommended in throwers requiring maximal ER. Significant reduction of ER with the arm at side \( (ER1) \) and 90° abduction of the arm \( (ER2) \) was also found by Randelli et al. after adding an arthroscopic remplissage, but without influencing the patient’s sporting activity (32).

There is evidence that the addition of a remplissage increases the stability, reducing the risk of recurrence after an arthroscopic Bankart repair. Return to any sport and return to the same level of sport are also higher with the addition of a remplissage. There may be increased post-operative pain and stiffness with decreased rotation. When comparing BR+R to the Latarjet procedure, some authors recorded a lower number of postoperative complications for BR+R, but this may be biased by experience and expertise with the Latarjet procedure.

**Free bone block procedures**

Resch’s group from Salzburg, Austria, popularized the J-bone graft (33) for anatomical glenoid reconstruction in recurrent posttraumatic anterior shoulder dislocation with bone loss (34, 35, 36, 37). The J-graft is harvested from the iliac crest. A shoulder arthrotenomy and tenotomy of the subscapularis tendon are followed by an osteotomy 5 mm medial to the glenoid rim, angled 30° to the glenoid plane with a 15 mm wide chisel prior to impacting the J-graft into the crevice offering primary stability in most cases (94%) without an additional screw (33). Moroder et al. published the long-term follow-up (minimum of 15 years) of 35 shoulders with excellent stability (1 dislocation), but 23% of patients had persistent apprehension. There was no instability arthropathy in 24 shoulders (69%), mild arthropathy in 23%, moderate arthropathy in 6% and severe arthropathy in 1 shoulder.

A randomized controlled trial did not show a clinically relevant difference between a standardized open Latarjet procedure and the J-bone graft technique for a short follow-up time of a minimum of 2 years (38).

Scheibel et al. published on the arthroscopic reconstruction of glenoid bone loss with autologous iliac crest bone grafting, bioabsorbable screw fixation and labral as well as capsuloligamentous anchor repair (39). Mid- to long-term results with a minimum follow-up of 5 years showed recurrence of instability in 14% of patients, one recurrent dislocation (7%) and an average subjective shoulder value (SSV) of 87%. The same procedure with allograft showed a recurrence of glenoid bone loss of 14% after 1 year due to massive graft resorption associated with apprehension in 30% of patients and recurrence of instability in 10% of patients (40). So far, the arthroscopic autologous technique has not been shown to provide any advantage in instability symptoms and recurrence over open bone transfer procedures. Frank et al. reported similar clinical outcomes for their technique using fresh distal tibial allograft to a Latarjet procedure in a cohort study of 100 patients (41).

**Latarjet–Patte with Walch’s technique**

After 40 years of clinical practice with over 4000 procedures and publication of excellent long-term outcomes for different patient cohorts, the open Latarjet–Patte with Walch’s technique can be considered the most standardized of Latarjet procedures (15, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46).

The procedure consists of a subscapularis split and coracoid transfer, which is placed flat on the anterior surface of the scapula with its broad flattened under surface and fixed with two screws (Fig. 3) (15). The coracochromial ligament stump is repaired to the vertical anterior capsulotomy in ER of the arm. The procedure is intricate and has been standardized and broken up into key maneuvers and key stages (47) to prevent complications as several studies and a systematic review have shown an
increased complication rate of non-standardized Latarjet-type procedures with variable techniques (48).

Postoperative stability is attributed to a triple effect first described by Patte (49, 50):

(i) Bone augmentation by the coracoid process (Fig. 3B),
(ii) Sling effect by the conjoint tendon and hammock effect (Fig. 3C and D) of the lower portion of the subscapularis and
(iii) Capsular repair with the coracoacromial ligament stump (Fig. 3A).

The procedure was modified by Walch who used a subscapularis split and two screws allowing for rotationally stable fixation of the bone block and immediate postoperative range of motion in ER (42). How the labrum and capsule are handled is subject to continuous debate (15). A capsular shift and labral repair are not required (51). Capsular repair to the glenoid or directly to the bone block has been advocated but may reduce ER (52, 53). Some authors prefer additional repair of the labrum to assure that the graft is extra-articular, combined with a capsular repair to the coracohumeral ligament (54). Several authors have shown that subscapularis function does not show a clinically important alteration after a Latarjet with subscapularis split (55, 56).

In 2000, Walch published a recurrent dislocation rate of 1% in a series of 126 patients with a 3-year follow-up (42). In 2011, the same recurrence rate for dislocations of 1% in over 2000 patients was reported for his patients (15). The RTS rate was 83%. Good or excellent satisfaction was reported for 98% of patients who self-rated their results. According to the modified Rowe score, 76% of patients achieved good or excellent results.

Gerber’s group used the Latarjet technique described by Walch (42) and reported a 1% dislocation recurrence (Fig. 2) at a minimum follow-up of 6 years (12). Gerber’s patients were equally satisfied as Walch’s patients with an SSV of 96.8 and 98%, respectively, and it has been shown that these results can be reproduced after fellowship training and meticulous standardization of the technique (47).

Procedure-specific complications

Bankart repair is frequently associated with a low short-term complication rate associated with mostly arthroscopic, cannula-based interventions with minimal risk for hematoma formation and infection. The surgical technique is widespread; however, low and correct anchor placement and low suture passage are technically demanding. It is therefore not surprising that the rate of osteoarthritis after BR is not inferior to other techniques (57), which is sometimes associated with ‘anchor arthropathy’ (Fig. 4A) due to a higher number of anchors, too far medialized drilling or proud anchors and suture material (58). Further complications include recurrent dislocations requiring revisions, especially in patients with risk factors (young age, bone loss and sports profile) (3, 13), leading to increased bone loss (59) and/or instability arthropathy (60) and inferior results after revision (61). Remplissage in addition to BR has been reported to reduce ER as an expected complication (29, 32). It should therefore not be used in throwing athletes.

Free bone block procedures can be performed with auto- or allograft. Graft resorption is a concern for allograft procedures (40) and the iliac-crest autograft is associated with donor-side morbidity (38). Placement of the graft is demanding. Since there are no additional sling and hammock effects, too much graft medialization can be associated with symptomatic instability and too much lateralization with the development of arthritis.

A systematic review of complications and re-operations after open and arthroscopic Latarjet and Bristow–Latarjet procedures was conducted by two sports medicine centers and published by Griesser and colleagues in 2013, including 45 studies. They included procedures with different modifications of coracoid transfer and found an overall complication rate of 30% (48). Over 1900 shoulders were included. The re-dislocation rate was 2.9%, the subluxation rate 5% and the re-operation rate 7% (removal of hardware making up 2.5% of the 7%). Mild loss of ER was common (mean loss: 11.7° for the open technique). Infection and hematoma formation were both below 1%. Bone block complications made up 14.1% (fracture: 1.5%; lysis: 3.2%; fibrous union:

Figure 3

Latarjet–Patte with Walch’s technique and stabilizing mechanisms. (A) Capsular repair to CAL. (B) Bone augmentation. (C) Sling effect by the conjoint tendon. (D) Hammock effect by the lower subscapularis.
Age
Young age has been known to be one of the most important risk factors for recurrent instability after capsuloligamentous soft tissue procedures to treat chronic traumatic instability (63, 64, 65, 66, 67). However, no age cut-off was defined until Balg and Boileau studied risk factors for recurrence in 2007 (3). They used an age cut-off of less than 20 years, which was highly significant for the difference in dislocation rates in the two age groups (P = 0.001). After a mean follow-up of 31 months (24-52) 8.3% (n=8 of 96) of patients older than 20 years dislocated again compared to 31.4% (n=11 of 35) of patients who were younger than 20 years. In recent years, there has been more and more evidence underlining the high recurrence rates in younger patients under the age of 20. In 2017, 143 patients operated on with an arthroscopic Bankart repair in a center of excellence and showed a recurrence rate of 18.2% for all patients and 39.1% for patients below the age of 20 years with a minimum follow-up of 10 years (7). Long-term arthroscopic Bankart outcomes of 186 shoulders (minimum follow-up 10 years) from a university center in Finland showed a dislocation recurrence rate of 30% for all patients and 54% for patients 20 years of age or younger (4).

A recent study of 100 patients with a mean follow-up of 8.3 years of Zeifang’s group in Heidelberg reported overall recurrence rates after arthroscopic Bankart repair of 22% (10). Of the observed recurrences, 86% were seen in patients below the age of 30 years. This study may indicate that 20 years of age as a cut-off could be too low for attributing an increased or decreased recurrence risk related to the patient’s age.

A systematic review of surgical instability treatment in pediatric patients concluded that arthroscopic Bankart repair surgery has the highest recurrence rate of at least 24% (68). The Latarjet procedure was underrepresented (n=26). The authors concluded that given the high recurrence rate without surgery in this age group, it may be reasonable to perform surgery after first-time dislocation, particularly in patients with other risk factors.

In 2022, Kukkonen et al. published the first high-level evidence randomized trial of 95 patients comparing modern arthroscopic BR with or without remplissage vs open Latarjet procedures in young males (mean age 21 years; 16–25) with short-term follow-up of 2 years (69). There was a significant difference in the redislocation rate in young males in favor of open Latarjet procedures (2% vs 21%; P = 0.006). This is the strongest comparative evidence between open Latarjet surgery and arthroscopic Bankart repair to date.

The largest series of 46 skeletally immature patients (age range 13–17) operated with the Latarjet procedure by Walch with a median follow-up of 6.6 years was published in 2020 (44). The mean SSV was 95%, 98% of patients were satisfied, 75% of patients returned to the same level of sports, 20% had mild postoperative pain, 24% had subjective apprehension, 4% re-dislocated and 9% had postoperative arthritis at long-term follow-up. Hyperlaxity, female gender and large or deep Hill–Sachs lesions were associated with persistent apprehension.

Sports profile
The instability severity index (ISIS) score uses two preoperative risk criteria for sports (3): ‘type of sport – contact or forced overhead’ and ‘degree of sports participation – competitive’.
Certain sports are associated with an increased risk of recurrence after arthroscopic Bankart repair (63, 66, 70, 71). A high risk for shoulder dislocations in general has been reported for not only contact sports like rugby, American and Australian football, handball, basketball, soccer and martial arts, wrestling, but also sports with risks of falls such as skateboarding, snowboarding, skiing, overhead sports and throwing (72, 73).

The criterion 'type of sport' as a criterion in the ISIS score has been attributed 1 point for an increased risk if characterized as 'contact sports and forced overhead' (3). This variable, however, was not significant ($P=0.310$) in the ISIS study. Competitive sports level has been associated with a higher recurrence rate after Bankart repairs (71) and is the second risk criterion of the sports profile in the ISIS score. It has been attributed 1 point on the score (3). The variable was statistically significant ($P=0.031$).

**Hyperlaxity**

Hyperlaxity has been associated with bilateral shoulder instability and has been shown to increase the risk of recurrent shoulder instability (63, 74, 75). In the ISIS score, it has been attributed 1 point for either anterior or inferior hyperlaxity tested with the Walch–Coudane test (76) or Gagey test (77).

**Critical soft tissue lesions**

An anterior labroligamentous periostal sleeve avulsion (78) leads to a medialization and scarring of the labrum associated with decreased ER in $90^\circ$ of abduction (79) and has been found to be associated with an increased risk of recurrence after arthroscopic Bankart repair (80, 81). The increased risk of failure of an arthroscopic capsulolabral repair may be associated with abundant capsular length after reduction and repair of the labrum.

Humeral avulsion of glenohumeral ligament (HAGL) lesions are present in a small number of cases with anterior glenohumeral instability (<10%). Arthroscopic (82) and open repair (83) have been reported with good outcomes. Some high-level athletes did not return to the preinjury level after arthroscopic repair (82). The Latarjet procedure is effective for the treatment of HAGL lesions (84).

**Bone loss**

Traditionally, the Latarjet procedure was reserved for patients with 'critical bone loss' following recurrent shoulder dislocations (85). The most reproducible and accurate techniques to measure glenoid bone loss are the Barchilon method and Giles method, with the latter requiring adjustment for overestimation bias (86). Many researchers have tried to define the amount of glenoid bone loss at which a Latarjet procedure is required. Over time, this threshold has been decreasing – partly due to the high recurrence rate seen with arthroscopic soft tissue procedures and the comparatively high success of bony procedures.

In 1998, a clinical study by Bigliani et al. classified glenoid rim lesions. They recommended that bone defects involving greater than 25% of the glenoid width required a coracobrachialis transfer, with anything smaller having a soft tissue procedure (34). Burkhart et al. defined a significant glenoid bone defect as one in which the arthroscopic appearance of the glenoid was that of an ‘inverted pear’, where the inferior glenoid had a smaller diameter than the superior glenoid (16). In their study published in 2000, they demonstrated a 67% recurrence rate in these patients treated with an arthroscopic Bankart repair.

In a biomechanical study on cadaveric shoulders, Itoi et al. determined that an osseous defect with a width that is at least 21% of the glenoid length resulted in instability after Bankart repair (87). It also limited the range of ER of the shoulder because of the over-tensioning of the capsule caused by closing the gap between the detached capsule and the glenoid rim. Further biomechanical studies by Yamamoto et al. 2009 (88) and 2010 (89) showed that a defect length of 20 and 19% was critical corresponding to 26 and 25% of glenoid width, respectively.

Critical bone loss was thus thought to be in the range of 20–25% bone loss of the width of the glenoid. Clinical studies, however, started to report poor outcomes with smaller amounts of bone loss which they termed subcritical bone loss. Shaha et al. reported worse Western Ontario Shoulder Instability (WOSI) scores and higher failure rates in patients with greater than 13.5% bone loss (90). Yamamoto et al. similarly demonstrated lower WOSI scores in patients with 17–25% compared to those with less than 17% of bone loss (91). Shin et al. reviewed 166 patients who underwent arthroscopic Bankart repair for recurrent anterior shoulder instability (92). They determined that 17.3% was the cut-off point of glenoid bone loss which predicted surgical failure during follow-up for more than 2 years.

Rather than having a defined cut-off for bone loss in which a shoulder becomes unstable, a biomechanical study by Gerber et al. demonstrated that there is a continuous, inverse relationship between bone loss and dislocation resistance (Fig. 5) (35). They found that an antero-inferior glenoid rim defect that measures half the diameter of the glenoid fossa decreases the dislocation resistance to 70% of the value of an intact joint.

Yamamoto et al. introduced the concept of the glenoid track to evaluate which Hill–Sachs lesions engage with the glenoid (93). With the arm elevated whilst in maximum ER and maximum horizontal extension, the contact zone of the glenoid on the humeral head is termed the glenoid...
track. If the Hill–Sachs lesion extends over the medial margin of the glenoid track (an off-track lesion, Fig. 6), there is a risk of engagement and dislocation. Kurokowa et al. found the prevalence of an off-track lesion to be 7% in a series of 100 consecutive patients with anterior instability (94). All cases with an engaging Hill–Sachs lesion had a large bony defect of the glenoid. There were two types of engaging Hill–Sachs lesions: a large and wide type and a narrow but medially located type. A follow-up study by Yamamoto et al. further subdivided on-track or non-engaging lesions into those with peripheral track lesions (Hill–Sachs occupancy > 75%) and those with central-track lesions (Hill–Sachs occupancy < 75%) (95). They found the former had significantly worse WOSI scores in a cohort of 50 patients treated with arthroscopic Bankart repair.

The instability severity index score (ISIS) developed by Balg and Boileau has gained popularity for determining which patients are best suited to a Latarjet procedure (3). Radiographic analysis has been simplified to a Hill–Sachs lesion present on an anteroposterior radiograph of the shoulder in ER and/or loss of the inferior glenoid contour. Each of these findings is worth 2 points, and the developers of the score recommend performing a Latarjet in all patients with a score equal to or greater than 4 (13). Some researchers argue that the ISIS scoring system has a low sensitivity, with a high false-negative rate, because radiographs alone cannot consistently identify humeral and/or glenoid bone loss (96). To compensate for this inaccuracy, the cut-off score for a Latarjet has been reduced over time from equal to or greater than 7 to equal to or greater than 4 (97). Di Giacomo et al. developed a modification of the ISIS score which uses 3D computed tomography imaging to incorporate the on-track/off-track concept (96). They found that when the ISIS scoring and plain radiograph parameters were used, there was a two-fold increase in recommending a Latarjet vs the novel scoring criteria. The novel score, however, does require advanced imaging and sophisticated analysis, which is often not suited to everyday clinical practice.

**Patient satisfaction after surgery**

A recent study by Hurley of first-time dislocators did not show any difference in patient satisfaction in athletes treated with Bankart repair for lower risk patients vs the open Latarjet for patients with risk factors, at short-term follow-up (minimum 2 years) (98). A second study by the same group comparing the same procedures for patients with recurrent dislocation showed a significant superiority of the open Latarjet procedure for recurrence of instability (1.6 vs 16.1%; P=0.009) (99). The Rowe score was significantly superior in the Latarjet group (P=0.008). Both studies are limited by the short follow-up, and differences may increase over time in favor of Latarjet procedures.

In a benchmark study on long-term outcomes, Gerber’s group from Zurich compared state-of-the-art arthroscopic Bankart repairs with a capsular shift in lateral position with double-traction (271 shoulders) vs Latarjet procedures with Walch’s technique (94 shoulders) (12). They also compared patient satisfaction in a subset of patients with successful Bankart procedures with those who had successful Latarjet procedures without any instability in both groups. Recurrent instability was graded into apprehension, subluxation and redislocation. For patients without any instability in the context of successful outcomes, the subjective shoulder value was significantly higher (0.002) for patients with Latarjet procedures compared to those with Bankart repair procedures (87%).

**Figure 5**

Inversed relationship: bone loss and dislocation resistance according to Gerber & Nyffeler (35).

**Figure 6**

The glenoid-track concept.
RTS parameters and instability

Labouste et al. reported on RTS after arthroscopic Bankart repair and open Latarjet surgery (100). RTS was significantly more frequent among sports people undergoing Latarjet procedures, for both training ($P=0.031$) and competition ($P=0.038$), and was also significantly more rapid for training ($P=0.034$) with a mean time to return to training of 5.1 months after Latarjet procedures vs 6.4 months after Bankart procedures. The risk of recurrence was significantly higher for Bankart procedures (17.9%; $P < 0.001$) compared to Latarjet procedures (2%).

Gowd et al. reported on RTS of 66 patients with combined bone loss treated with a Latarjet procedure, and of those 35 patients were revision cases of failed Bankart repairs (59). RTS was possible for 90% of patients. A reduced amount of humeral bone loss was associated with significantly ($P=0.026$) better RTS rates and RTS levels. Inversely, increased humeral bone loss was associated with limitations in throwing and the ability to return to the injury level. ER hyperlaxity is needed in overhead throwing athletes on the dominant side, in order to RTS. These patients will not do well with an arthroscopic Bankart and remplissage, which has been demonstrated to decrease ER (101, 102, 103).

Soccer

Walch’s group reported on the results and RTS in 28 shoulders of soccer players after the Latarjet procedure (88% professional or semi-professional) with a mean follow-up of 7 years (46). The rate of RTS was 96%, the mean time to RTS was 8 months (5 months for goalkeepers) and 71% reached the same level. There was one recurrent dislocation. Eight goalkeepers’ shoulders were treated. Pain and discomfort when throwing the ball were reported in 17% of the goalkeeper’s shoulders. Apprehension was recorded in 12.5% of players.

Stirma et al. reported on 10 professional soccer players between 16 and 28 years of age (mean 22.9) with a mean follow-up of 40.6 months operated with a Latarjet procedure (104). The RTS rate was 100%, the mean time to RTS was 93.5 days and all players returned to professional soccer with zero events of recurrent dislocation or subluxation.

Rugby

Rossi et al. compared RTS of 80 BR and 50 consecutive Latarjet procedures in competitive rugby players with glenoid bone loss of less than 20% with a mean follow-up of 40 months (105). The RTS rate at the previous level was 92% without a significant difference between the procedures. There was a significant difference in instability recurrence (20 vs 4%) and reoperation rate (16 vs 4%) in favor of the Latarjet procedure.

Neyton et al. reported on the Latarjet procedure in 37 shoulders of rugby players (41% professional) with a minimum follow-up of 5 years (45). RTS was 68% but only one player stopped because of the shoulder and all returned to sports activity. RTS time in professional players was 3 months for training and 4 months for competition. There was no recurrence of dislocation. The mean SSV was 90% and the mean Rowe score was 93%. Mild arthritis was seen in 30% but no moderate or severe arthritis.

Australian football

In Australian football, a sport heavy in collision and overhead activity, RTS of 8 weeks has been reported for the Latarjet procedure after radiological confirmation of bony healing (106). The group of Hoy published recently on RTS of professional Australian football players (58 stabilizations) after a modified extracapsular Latarjet with anchors ($n=32$) or BR ($n=26$) (107). Percentage RTS and time for professional Australian football was 93.1% (6.8 months; in season 16.9 weeks in 75%) for the Bankart cohort and 96.9% (7.3 months; in season 18.8 weeks in 71%) for the Latarjet cohort. RTS time was influenced by the rehab schedule and may have been influenced by the capsular repair of the glenoid in Latarjet patients. There was a significant difference in instability recurrence, with 19% for the Bankart cohort and 0% for the Latarjet cohort. The cohorts were subject to selection bias with increased instability severity in the Latarjet group.

Revision of failed instability surgery

In 2020, Lau et al. performed a systematic review of revision surgery after failed instability surgery including 1110 revision cases over several studies (90). The weighted mean instability recurrence was 3.8% after Latarjet revisions ($n=245$), 13.4% after open repair ($n=260$), 16% after arthroscopic Bankart revisions ($n=531$), 20.8% after a bone block revisions ($n=72$) and 31% after capsular reconstruction ($n=35$). Additional revision surgery was performed in 23% of cases after capsular reconstruction, 9% after BR and 9% after open repair compared to 0.02% after Latarjet revision cases. The data underline that recurrent instability is a problem in instability revision surgery if not performed by a Latarjet procedure, which outperformed all other techniques.

The same authors performed a systematic review of RTS after instability revision surgery including 564 revision cases over 18 studies (108). For arthroscopic revision, the RTS rate was 88% ($n=153$), for open revision 91.5% ($n=153$), for Latarjet revisions 88.1% ($n=149$) and for
bone block revisions 73.8% (*n* = 65). The mean weighted time to RTS was 7.8 months for arthroscopic revisions (4 studies) and 5.2 months for Latarjet revisions. Davey *et al.* reported a significantly (*P < 0.0001*) lower RTS rate in athletes treated with a Latarjet for a previously failed repair compared to athletes without previous instability surgery (109). Werthel *et al.* published significantly worse functional outcomes (*P < 0.001*) and pain (*P = 0.01*) in Latarjet procedures for failed BR compared to primary Latarjet procedures (61).

The aforementioned studies demonstrate that primary Latarjet may be a better option in at-risk patients. The strategy of trying a primary arthroscopic Bankart repair with revision Latarjet surgery for failures may be doing patients a disservice.

**Osteoarthritis and instability arthropathy**

Hovelius *et al.* have shown that recurrence of instability, older age at the time of dislocation, high-energy sports and alcoholism are risk factors for arthropathy (60). He also examined the occurrence of arthropathy after the Bristow–Latarjet procedure. Suboptimal bone block position was associated with a higher arthropathy rate (17%) compared to 2–4 mm coracoid placement medially to the glenoid rim (8%) (62).

Mizuno reported the long-term follow-up (mean: 20 years) of Walch’s patients with a mean age of 29.4 years at surgery (61). Of 60 shoulders with no arthritis prior to surgery, 12 shoulders (20%) showed arthritis at the final follow-up. Of eight shoulders with preoperative arthritis, only four shoulders showed progressive arthritis after the Latarjet procedure (50%). Arthritis was mild in 20.6% of cases (stages 1 and 2) and moderate in 8% of cases (stage 3). No severe stage 4 arthritis was seen. Risk factors for arthritis were older age at surgery, high-energy sports and lateral overhang of the transferred coracoid process.

Favard’s group evaluated osteoarthritis after modified Latarjet procedures with capsular repair directly to the side of the bone block to make it extra-articular in 58 shoulders with a minimum follow-up of 10 years (range: 10-15 years). The rate of mild osteoarthritis was 8.3%. The authors concluded that the extra-articular technique may reduce the development of osteoarthritis, but the results are comparable to Walch’s cases without lateral graft overhang with much longer follow-up (52).

The long-term results of BR with radiographs after 9–12 years (*n* = 38) showed moderate-to-severe arthritis in 36.8% of investigated shoulders (*n* = 14) (9). Ernstbrunner *et al.* compared long-term results at 8–18 years (mean: 13.2 years) of BR in lateral position with open Latarjet procedures in patients over 40 years of age (110). There was a significantly higher re-dislocation and subluxation rate in BR shoulders (*P = 0.037*) and a significantly lower final SSV (86% vs 91%; *P = 0.011*). There were no significant differences in final advanced arthropathy (16 vs 14; *P = 0.334*). There is no evidence for differences in osteoarthritis rates between BR and the Latarjet, as long as there are no technical errors (anchor placement and lateral graft overhang).

**Conclusions**

There is increasing evidence from long-term studies that in patients with risk factors, BR has higher failure rates than BR+R, BR with bone grafts and the Latarjet procedure. Patients at the highest risk of failure are young patients and those with bone loss. The amount of bone loss deemed significant continues to decrease. All surgeries have satisfactory rates of RTS across all sports, as well as high patient satisfaction. Recurrence rates, however, are higher in BR and RTS may be quicker with the Latarjet. Instability arthropathy is associated with the number of previous dislocations as well as surgical technique. Latarjet procedures do not seem to increase the risk of osteoarthritis if the bone block is not lateralized.
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